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Everybody Out for SOS Tonight at 7:30

m

MOKT^H
GRANITE COUNTY IN LEAD
STATE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA, MISSOULA, MONTANA

U H COUNTY HIGH WINS
FIRST HATER TOURNAMENT

THURSDAY, MAY 12, 1927

{STATION KUOM AIRS
CITY BAND
CONCERT
—

PROGRAM

VOLUME XXVI.

NUMBER 56.

WOMEN CONTESTANT j
NUMBER INCREASES

I KUOM, University radio station,
• Fifty-three women contestants had
| will broadcast classical and popular
Review of R.O.T.C. batatlion by
been assigned to rooms, according to
Imusic tonight, starting at 8 o’clock. Governor Erickson.
figures from Dean H arriet Sedman’s
IThe entire program broadcast Mon
University Band.
day was by the Missoula City band,
Trials in the 100-yard dash.
office at a late hour yesterday after
directed by Mr. George Lawrenson.
Final in the 120-yard high hur noon. Many more were due to arrive !
Tonight’s program includes class dles.
in Missoula last night, however. The j
ical and popular music consisting of:
University band.
Excellent Talent Is
Page of PhiHpsbnrg High
Popular numbers by Sigma Alpha
Seiai-llnals in the 100-yard dash. number of women contestants this j
Revealed by Amateur
Point Man at End of
Epsilon
male
quartette,
Leslie
Colby,
year is largely due to the little The
Mile run.
Stage Artists
Franklin Bailey, tenors; Chester E u
F ir st D ay
University band.
ate r tournament.
gene, Elmer Luer, bass.
Final In the 100-yard dash.
Girls who are accompanied by chap
Flute solors, Mr. Meville Noyes.
Trials
in
tbs
220-yard
low
hur
Presenting “The Valiant,’’ by Hall
erones are assigned to private homes, |
Piano solos, Mr. Rex Speelman and
dles.
id Middlemass, Gallatin County high
while those without chaperones are
TEAMS
Miss Ilildegarde Mertz.
University band.
kool of Bozeman, was awarded the Fergus County Representative Wins
Granite ....................
’Soprano solos, “The Last Rose of
housed in Corbin and North halls. No |
440-yard dash.
tt leg on the three-year cup furIndividual Honors In Annual
Custer ..............
10
Summer,”
from
the
German
opera,
University
band.
difficulty has been encountered this
iked by the Montana Masquer^ for
Thomas and Higgins
Contest
Butte ......................
10
“M artha” ; “Even Though You and
Semi-finals in tha 220-yard low year in supplying housing accommo
I best play entered in the first I itWill Speak
Flathead ......... .
I
Love
o’
Mine”
;
“Slumber
Boat”
(by
8’A
hurdles.
I Theatre tournament, according to
dations, according to Mrs. Gilbert
request);
French “Marseillaise,” !
University baod.
1 decision announced last night at
Loyola
....
......................
Porter,
secretary
to
Dean
Sedman.
Miss
Melanie
Aslanian.
Clyde
Park
high
school's
debate
5%
Find in the 220-yarff dash.
n Liule Theatre. "The Glittering
. . . are taking
. ,.
I High school students from all part
53/,
m u . _____
Belgrade .......
Harmonica selections; vocal so lo s;!
880-yard ran.
The
women contestants
lie,” presented by Libby, received team, representing a school with an
readings, by Mr. M. R. C. Smith.
part in debate, declamation and the | o( th« Treasure state who are visitors
University band.
1 120 prize for the second best of* enrollment of 24 students, was last
HIGH SCORES
Violin selections, Miss Virginia
Final in the 220-yard hurdles.
one-act plays of the Little Theater a t Missoula and the Montana campus
ring of the evening.
night declared to be the holder of the Cowan.
Page, Granite ..................... 10
High jump and javelin throw will
Miss Mary Lee of Missoula County
tournament.
will have an opportunity to experiSmart, Gallatin . .
state Interscholastic debate champion-'
7
be
run
off
during
races.
ffa school was awarded'the $10 prize
”
ence the thrills of a real college tra 
Thurston, Belgrade ___ __ 5%
Half-mile relay.
Eered by The Frontier, campus lit- ship for 1927. The team is composed
|
A.
Maxon.
Flathead......
5
dition
tonight
when
a
t
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o’clock
arjr magazine, for the best original j of two girls, Vera Gilbert, a sopho
5
more than 1,000 students will gather | Watson, Helena ....
H written by a high school student. more in the" school, and Lois Night
| Yerkee, Loyola ...........
5
Stanton Cooper of Bozeman, for his ingale, a junior. A cup will be given
for Singing on the Steps, b etter known : Evans, Butte .... .......:______
5
isply felt and convincing interpretaas SOS. Scores of visitors who have
to
this
team
at
the
Friday
night
Greetings!
To
high
school
con
p of the principal of the play, was
“I t is always a pleasure to wel
before watched this treasured Grizzly
girded the medal for the best actor, awarding a t the Missoula high school, i testants and all visitors on the
come you high school girls and
The four best debators in the finals Montana campus. We welcome you
tradition will again have the privi
boys to the campus of the State
$De Miss Elizabeth DeFrate, for her
By virtue of Page’s two firsts, one
Klity to sta rt the tears without re* were: F irst, Richard Manning, of and hope that your visit a t the
University of Montana to take part
lege of reacquainting themselves with in the shot put and the other in the
Mrse to any stock tricks, was given Fergus county high school; second,' University will-be an enjoyable one.
in its annual Interscholastic. We Montana spirit during this big rally,
discus, GaJIatln county established a
Lois Nightingale, of Clyde Park; third, j During the next three days, we in
i medal for the best actress.
like to have you here and it is our j Track meet SOS always is the two-point lead. Butte, which cap
Vera Gilbert, also of Clyde Park; and j vite you to inspect our campus, to
Winning Cast
hope that you will not only enjoy
largest of its kind during the year, tured three places in" the 440, and
At a meeting of the State Interpnduded in the cast of “The Vai- fourth, Hazel Spencer, of Libby. These j familiarize yourselves with our
yourselves but will gain the in qfhii
Custer county are tied with 10 points
because special features are
school and to be one of us. We scholastic Newspaper association, held
*t” were Austin DeFrate, Elizabeth people will receive medals at the
for second place.
spiration necessary to win the
planned to make it the most impress
hope that you will be so favorably
ifra te , Stanton Cooper, Arthur awarding.
games of life. Unlike the InterLed by the Grizzly band, 1S4 a th
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“shack”
this
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ive
and
this
observance
will
be
no
(
ftihman, Fred Bennion. and Merle ' In the finals there were two de impressed with the University of
scholastic games and contests, it exception if plans of those in charge j letes, about one-third of the number
ing, it was announced th at'T h e Gal
K g . They were admirably cast and j bates, both on the subject, Resolved, Montana that you will return and
is possible for everyone to win
of contestants entered, marched in
are
any
criterion,
latin, published by the Gallatin Coun
^direction was faultless, as was the j T hat the Child Labor Amendments enroll as students in our institu
in those games, but it takes the
• President Charles H. Clapp will parade to open the twenty-fourth an
ty high school a t Bozeman, is the win same qualities to win, and it is to
png and the lighting effects. Ac- las Proposed in the Several States tion.
welcome high school students, coaches j nual Interscholastic meet at 1:50
DR. R. H. JESSE.
ner of first place in Class A in the develop those qualities University
p n g to several critics in the audi- ShouW Be Adopted. Libby, the win, ,
—— .
, o'clock th is afternoon. Due to the inand chaperones a t <:30. Following j dement weather> the record-breaking
Interscholastic newspaper contest, and
Dean of Men.
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Interscholastic is dedicated.”
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The Centralite, of Butte, is first in
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crowd th a t greeted the first day of
president of the student body, will I
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Konah, Missoula, place second and
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event to be run off was the pre
I th at capacity and he also will speak j
third, respectively, in their class, and
Bellowing was very w*U pleased of th e subject again. Clyde Park
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___—
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i
The Signal Butte. Miles City, placed
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... . ___,.
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leted the play, can well be proud of I bates' tI,e be8t high school debates I helping the (contestants get regie- 1
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.. . . dash record, finished fourth, with*
read and w el-, scholastic is a newfeature being nr- «™>ue. During h,s Wfere,
M the
i big, t Morri, on o£ Chotcau bringing up in
Bi with Bozeman of being one of the
L. Mulroney, a Missoula at- rious places where they are to staj y e a r«meetings were
speeches were given by A. L.
k.. *»,* wr____ »_
- I *M on Mount Sentinel will be lighted •
•
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i
So entries to bring their own scenery. toraey, and ^ r- F. Clark and Walter while they are in Missoula.
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^
.
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.
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.
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the
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u
.
.
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Z7"
.
.
0
feboth plays.
l,lJ fau lty .
The visiting girls will be divided . . . . .
uum IUC jident of Sigma Delta Chi; Zel
. a
Helena Entity First
visitors will once more gam
. . to. Score
,,
OOA
JSnttc high school, with its drama I Those who debated for Dawson depot to the hotels and residence | *j*heta Sigma Phi, and Rob<ma Hay, into groups, with distinctive c o l o rwhich
s )ilttfan of thc meaning of tlie 1 Thirty-one men started the 880■tlie negro who is torn between his | aolmty high school were Bose Began halls. The system used this year has j Kenzie, Kaimin editor, Robert Mac- From 10 to 11 a. in. a program of L
„6 rizzlv., A drQm corps o f | ; a
run. Watson, Helena, after
l e for his people and that for his | and Sanford Bakar- Fergus county proved to be an exceptionally good)
competitive games on the oval has j ,, ^
Address by Mr. Fred-Fredell
i trailing
for the first lap, pulled up to
|fe, gave an excellent play excellent- was ra[>resented b>' Andrew Samuels one and the maximum efficiency is j
Ray Bowden, publicity man for been planned. F irst will be rela, the Grizzly band will accompany the j first
place in the secopd time around
■ Stephen Odgers as Eugene Law- | and Richard Manning. Libby debators being sought in the development of
races including a newsnaner relnv !snake dance and participate in th e .
_
the State college, spoke to the group Indian club rchiy? up . " - n
this
system.
In,i
I
reiaainder
of
the
celebration.
The
M
fin,shed
w„h a good margin. BarJfflee is to be highly commended for £ cre Uazcl RPencer •»nd Richard
A fter the last Northern Pacific in an interesting manner, telling of rescue relay. Second will be compel-1 uaunI rePertoire ot s°ags and yells ties, Custer, took second; Anderson,
i sensitive rendition of a difficult IKaraes- .
the fascination of newspaper work,
I Stanford ,third; Shaw, Flathead coun
g tt. Marion Hobbs. Teddie MaeMaLib,by took the semi-finals debate train had been met Tuesday night
and its attributes. He especially em itive games, and third races. The wil1 characterize both SOS and the ty, fourth; Rose', Flathead county,
and Paul Wenaas supported him from B uttc high school by a two-to- the members of both organizations
I races will include a jump the shot | Pr ° 5ram following,
fifth. Time, 2 minutes, S.C seconds.
phasized
the
need
of
college
prepara
.................................'lone
judges’
decision.
rr,,'v
•*
The question! went to the Alpha Chi Omega house
B i way th at left little to be desired, i
tion in modern-day journalism. Fred race, human hurdle, peanut race. I '
Helena was the first team to score at
She Slave” was written by Elizabeth was the same as was used last night where a waffle party was enjoyed,
the 1927 Intersch'olastic meet. W at
The largest contingent of contestSul Yates, and directed by Miss Lil- and Libby had the affirmative.
son, the winner of the 880, captured
The judges for this preliminary ants and visitors arrived Wednesday department of Buckbee-Mears E n - 1be girls’ baseball and roller skating]
jpp Kerrigan.
| the mile event last year.
graving company, spoke to the high
HpjGreen Chartrue*se” by Chester were Les Colby, Professor Little and night. The last entrants arrived in
school editors concerning the value competition.
Beywood, Helena's entry, which was Professor Finch. Mr. Beck was the Missoula this morning.
Exhibition at Pool
and
importance
of
high
school
pub
DISCUS
chairman.
!
Greeted by Miss Barbara Fraser,
lications.'
At 11 o’clock aquatic events will
Page of Granite won the discus
Speaking of the final contest, E. C.
Btftsed the chills to chase up and
s
ta
rt
in
the
swimming
pool,
annex
of
event
by
a
throw
of 110 feet, 5%
Dean
Stone
Announces
Winners
fewn the spines of the audience like Mulroney, one of the judges, said
the men’s gymnasium. There will be I Alice Behner, senior in the Glasgow inches. This exceeds the winning dissqnirrels ii» nutting season, and the that he considered them by fur the
Dean Stone, in making the an
exhibltions
of
the
various
strokes,
inhigh
school,
was
awarded
the
judges'
tance
of
last
year
3
feet 3% inches
nouncement of the winners in the
Surprise ending left them gasping. best high school debates he had ever
eluding the breast, side, back, racing decision for first place in the essay i but does not come near the record
newspaper contest, explained the
oiu
iv overarm
eru
Bpton Smith and Ted Cooney did heard. W. P. Clark, professor in the
back,
single
and
crawl
|
contest.
Miss
Behner’s
subject
was
j
of
127
feet
3
inches
held
by Schilling
Ipme very clever and well-timed pan- Foreign Language department, said,
The spring quarter issue of the methods by which^they were judged [ strokes. These will be followed b y ! "Living Beautifully."
of Big Sandy. Little of Beaverhead
fr&iine, and Jnbez Miller was as dis “Although this type of debating
Frontier,
the
University’s
literary
be made nMt* y e a r^ H e^ n fo m ed ’the
8l Tin* stunte and exhibition div- j Mr- Freeman, who had charge of j took second; Sterling, Belfry, third:
traught as we all expect authors of teaches the limited number taking
part, in rapid thinking and ready magazine, was p u t on the stands for group that it was the intention of ing. Second will be contests in swim the contest, stated yesterday that no!Hill, Custer county, fourth; Halseth,
grilling melodramas should be.
speaking and also interests them in public distribution last night during Sigma Delta Chi, men's professional ming consisting of relays, distance word had been received regarding Great Falls, fifth.
Main Hall Preliminaries
--------diving, water treading, free for all whether Miss Behner would attend the j
Other plays presented in the pre- the study of important questions, I the finals in the one-act plays at the journalism fraternity, to <offer a cup
BROAD JUMP
binaries yesterday morning in the believe that the fight is more to win Little Theater. The book will be to a third class which would include race one length of the pool, side stroke Interscholastic meet. Each year the
race and diving. Prizes will be award University pays the expenses of the
Thurston
of
Belgrade won the
on
sale
for
the
rest
of
the
week.
than
to
argue
on
the
merits
of
the
tin hall auditorium were “The
the smaller papers, and th at Theta
winner of this event to the annual broad jump with a leap of 20 feet 6
“And One Caine Back,” winning Sigma ' Phi, women’s professional ed in each of the events,.
jPiince of Court Painters,” a costume question,”
high
school
meet.
indies.
Flowers
of
Custer took secMargaret
Sterling
is
in
charge
of
story
in
the
1927
Joyce
Memorial
W
alter
Pope,
a
professor
of
law.
play, presented by Anaconda high
fraternity, would offer a trophy, to a
Miss Behner also won the extern- ond place; Smart, Gallatin, third;
^chool; “The Medicine Show,” by Buf was the third judge. lie said, “There contest, written by Dorothy Marie fourth class which would include the program. Kathleen O'Donnell,
assisted
by
Cecelia
Pospisil
and
Ruth
poraneous
essay
contest
recently
held
I
Robinson,
Manhattan,
and Stanton,
Johnson
Peterkin,
is
the
feature
num
was
very
little
difference
in
the
merits
falo high, and “The Chimson Cocoamimeograph and newspaper column
| Plains, tied for fourth.
of tlie teams and it was extremely dif ber of tlib issue. There are also effort. This will be an encouragement Nickey, will direct the outdoor sports, by the State College at Bozeman.
nut.” by Corvallis.
while
Stella
Skulason
and
Virginia
three
stories,
a
number
of
poems,
ficult
to
decide
which
was
the
best.
g&naconda's entry, which was writto the smaller schools who now feel
| BUTTE GARNERS 10 POINTS
by Constance MacKaye, was di It was really unfortunate that a de and tlie Sluice Box in the book. The that competition is too great. A cup Daily and Unarose Flannery will be
Evans of Butte, who drew the pole
rected by Eura M. Hester. T he'cast cision had to be' made. The debates contributions are the work of mem is to be offered next year by Mr. Fred in charge of the aquatic events.
_ _
in the 440-yard dash, held that posibers of the class in Creative Writing. Fredell, of St. Paul, to the school
'included Halbert Barnett, Beth Spar- were very good.”
tO P u b l i c
| tlon throughout the race. His time
Lyle Williams is the editor in charge having the best annual in the state.
[tow, and Uosalynn Nye.
__________
was 54.6 seconds. This was consid
of the issue. Tlie price is 35 cents
IpBufFalo high school presented “The INTERNATIONAL CLUB
Following the announcements and
per copy.
erable slower than the time made last
Hedicine Show.” by Stuart Walker,
speeches, general discussion among
INSTALLS OFFICERS
The English, department exhibit, 1year. J. Inkret aud Prclsnick, both
*ith Victor Riemers, John Cromer,
the editors was held, concerning the
Initiation services in Gamma E p which opened yesterday noon in room I of Butte, finished in second /and fifth
GOVERNOR
WILL
REVIEW
La Verne Fairbanks, and Marjorie Risbasis that the new awrfrds should be silon Pi, national honorary business
Members of the International club
103r iu the Library building, was open | places, respectively, giving Butte 10
GRIZZLY TROOPS FRIDAY made upon.
tine. Miss Dorothea Zehndcr di- held election and installation of of
administration fraternity for ,women, to th e public again this morning from points in this one event. Hess. Vicic te d .
Because of conflicting events this
ficers Friday night. Alexander HtepFriday uflernoon, the Grizzly bat morning-, i t is expected th at more were held Sunday morning for Mar 9 to 12 and will be open tomorrow tor, placed third, and T urn, Carbon
RCorvallis’ melodramatic farce, writ antsoff, Manchuria, was re-elected
garet Shoup, Sioux City, Iowa, and morning a t the same hours. Miss county, finished fourth.
ten by Ina Hay, was directed by Miss president; William Skarda, Denton, talion will hold a parade on Dorn* editors will Register tomorrow morn- Cecelia Pospisil, Moore.
Pow.eli, Missoula county librarian, has
■■
Florence Akerson. Those in the casr vice-president, and Roberto Mario, blaser field ju st before the final events
Following the ceremonies breakfast charge of the display.
POLE VAULT
of
the
track
meet
are
run
off.
Yere Wilford Poppie, Donald Haller- Santa Maria, Philippine Islands, sec
is
served
to
new
initiates
by
Ber
Text books, samples of free maA. Maxson of Flathead established
This has become an annual custom
^n, Clark Wheelbarger, Margaret retary-treasurer.
Young Speaks in Helena
nice Evans, Alfreda Ellis and Bernice
rial that can be used to an, ad van- a new . s ta te . record with a vault of
Bye, and Mary Fierce,
The year’s work will be concluded during the Interscholastic. The bat
Blomgren.
tage by high school teachers are il- 11 feet
inches. Parks of Missoula
p j ib b y -won the right to appear in by a picnic. Sunday night the club talion will form on the drill ground
William Young, student pastor, left
lustrated and mimeographed copies j broke Prosser’s long-standing record
will attend special service a t the at 1:40 o’clock. Officials of the Uni today for Helena to speak at a stu 
Mrs. L. O,. Arnoldson was a dinner with debate, drama, and declamatory last year with a vault, of 11 feet 5%
versity and Governor Erickson will dent convocation at Intermountain
(Continued on Page 5)
Baptist church.
est at the Kappa Kappa Gamma material available for such work will I
------ —
the battalion.
ollege.
house vveunesday
Wednesdayevening.
_________
*viic^ ck ,
i nouse
bebedistributed.
,.
^*
(Continued
distributed.
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on Page
Page 6)6)
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EOR SECOND PEACE IN MEET

CLYDE PARK DEW

m FOR VISITORS

GREETINGS

WELCOME

Soph Organizations
Are Busy Meeting
I
Contestants I

WAA to Entertain
the Visiting Girls 1
During Trackmeet\

D,

Winner
o f First Place in
Essay Contest Event

Frontier Ready for
Public Distribution

j

BUSINESS AD FRAT
HOLDS INITIATION

English Exhibit Open
Tomorrow

EVERYBODY COME TO S O S. TONIGHT AT 7:30, ON MAIN HALL STEPS

THE

t

V,

-

1

The Montana Kaimin

Published semi-weekly by the Associated Students
of the University of Montana
Entered as second-class m atter at Missoula, Mon
tana, under act of Congress of March 3, 1879
Subscription price $2.50 per year
Member Intercollegiate Press

Robert Mackenzie......................editor
Alathca Castle......
Andrew Cogswell.
Robert Warden.—
John Rankin..... —
William Garver....
W alter Nelson......
Frank Wilson----Lynn Stewart----Jimmie Gillan— —

j

with whom S.O.S. is naturally associated,
will speak, as is the custom. A pep rally
will follow.
This is our opportunity to show the vis
itors what our school means to us, and
what it will mean to them to become a
part of it. Think how it would sound to
hear almost the entire student body sing
ing “ College Chums” at 8:00 tonight.
Enough to bring hundreds of new students
to Montana. Enough to urge our lagging
spirits to new accomplishments. Enough
to make us unified, at least for a while, in
our loyalty to our school.

.......... ..Associate Editor
......... ..Associate Editor
....... ..Associate Editor
............ Associate Editor
................ City Editor
...^..Special W riter
________ Sports Editor
Assistant Sports Editor
Assistant Sports Editor

The Little Theatre tournament, of oneact plays, won last night by Gallatin
County high school, Bozeman, presenting
“ The Valiant,” marks the advent of dra
matics into the field of major contests of
the annual Interscholastic meet.
It does mean broadening the scope of
Danta Hanson..... — ---------------Business Manager
Tom Duncan____ ___ ..Assistant Business Manager
the m6et and the participation of an addi
Richard Davis„.............. ...........Circulation Manager
tional number of contestants; but it may
be, too, a stimulus to activity in a depart
ment heretofore relatively unimportant in
high school extra-curricular activities, an
attempt at another of the arts.
INGING ON THE STEPS is to the , Particularly, it may mean that high
high school visitors, now on our schools in small towns, producing one-act
campus, the essence of college spirit: and longer plays, can satisfy a theatrestarved group of people who have been
a great, eager crowd of students cheering,
their college, singing its songs and its willing and anxious to go many miles to
praises, united for the moment, whole see a traveling company of players in even
heartedly, in its cause, to make it, as it an unsatisfying, medoicre play.
Carl Glick’s enthusiasm for the theatre
deserves to be made, among the best. It
should mean this to every one of us. It is contagious, and principally for the Lit
could mean that if we would but do our tle Theatre and its allied activities.
part.
Just what is Ronald "Coleman’s batting
Tonight, Dr. Clapp will welcome Inter
scholastic contestants and visitors to the average, since the potentiality of campus
campus. Mike Thomas, president of Appollos was discovered by First Na
ASUM, is on the program. Dean Stone, tional?

S. 0 . S.
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Rules Will Bar
YOUNG W ill SPEAK New
Sideline Spectators
AT NORTHWEST MEET From Athletic Field
W. E. Schreiber, general field man
University
Pastor
Leads ager for the track meet, announces
that enforcement of the new field rules
Delegation of Montana
will be very rigid. I t was necessary
Students
to inaugurate some new rules regu
lating the admission to the track and
field,
because in previous years there
William Young, student pastor, will
has been so many unnecessary people
give a series of addresses on ‘‘Voca on the field th at progress in the athtional Guidance” and “Scientific lefic events and in judging was very
Method in Religion,” a t the Pacific slow.
The new rules are: No one but of
Northwest Student conference, June
11 to 20, at Seabeck on Puget Sound. ficials and contestants in uniform
will
be admitted to the field. Officials
The conference is conducted by the
will wear regulation badges by which
student department of the Young
they will be recognized. There will
Men’s Christian association. The con
vention this year celebrates 50 years be about sixty officials and approxi
mately 440 contestants on the track
of interoollegiate Christian service.
Addresses, forums, Bible study, so and field, so the confusion 'which
would
result from the'presence of a
cial gatherings and athletics will fea
number of sideline spectators is ap
ture the meet. The following subjects
parent.
will'come up for special discussion:
“Our Educational System,” “Prop
erty Getting and Using,” “Search for
Truth,” “Citizenship—W hat Is In
volved,” “Sex Life,” Racial and In
ternational Questions,” “The Church
Present and Future,” and “Resources
Mrs. John A. Slayton, formerly
of Jesus.”
Eunice Dennis, ’16, is in Missoula,
Dexter Fee, Missoula; Ted Walker, chaperoning trackmeet delegates from
Helena; Rex Speelman, Ekalaka; Lavina.
Donald Flint, Terry, and Henry Doug
Mrs. Gordon Montgomery, formerly
las, Helena, have made plans for the Ruby Jacobsen, ’15, Bynum, has been
convention.
in Missoula for a - week, visiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. Jacobsen.
Yerna Hines is visiting Alice Tnlgo
at North hall during trackmeet.
Janet McLanahan is a guest of her
sister, Margaret, at North hall dur
ing trackmeet.
Beth Sparrow, Helen Oliver, Roslyn
Nye and Eura Kester, all of Anacon
da, are guests a t North hall during
Columbus, Ohio.— (IP )—W hat is the meet.
believed to be Ihe first reportorial ac
F ritz Walker is a guest of her sis
count in a newspaper of the Boston ter, Eloise, a t the Kappa Kappa Gam
ma
house during trackmeet.
Massacre, March 5, 1770, has been
Jean Brown and M argaret Sullivan
discovered at the Ohio State Archeo
are visiting M argaret Brown at North
logical and Historical museum a t the
hall during trackmeet.
university here.
Miss Teddie McMahon is the guest
Officials are unable to explain the
of her sister, Lois, at North hall over
origin of the paper, although W. C.
the week-end.
Mills, director of the museum, be
1 Marjorie Stewart is visiting her
lieves the paper was donated to the
sister, Emily, at North hall this week
university before his time.
end.
The paper, bearing the date of
Oliver Malm, Corwin Sharpe and
March 12, 1770, contains “the very
Laurence Schewee are guests a t the
first published report” of the famous
Sigma Chi house during trackmeet.
historical event. I t is in two sheets,
Caroline Cochrane is the guest of
printed on all four sides, and meas
Chrystal Faulkner a t North hall dur
ures 11 by 16 inches. Detailed ac ing trackmeet.
counts of how the massacre occurred
Opal Hartsell is a guest of Martha
are contained in its pages. The story IIol8trom a t North hall during track
gives the names of those killed and week.
wounded and the subsequent contro
Claire Frances Linforth is a guest
versy and official communications of Margaret Keenan at the Kappa
which passed between the townspeo Kappa ’Gamma house during In ter
ple and those representing His scholastic.
Majesty’s government.
Dorothy Luxton is a guest of
Martha Holstrom a t North hall over
SHANGHAI CLUB GIVES
the week-end.
SEATTLE DEBATORS CUP
Marian Hobbs of Butte is a track
meet guest.
University of Washington, Seattle,
Mary Walter, Elaine Duncan,
Wash., May 5.—A silver loving cup, Marie Foster and Mrs. Edith Duncan,
presented by the Shanghai Chamber of Sheridan, are campus visiters dur
of Commerce, will be the incentive in ing Interscholastic.
an inter-mural debate contest, open
Genevieve drAutremont, Barbara
to all organized houses. The cup is in Fraser, Elvera Hawkins, and Mar
the form of a Chinese Pagoda and will garet Chester are trackmeet guests
be a permanent trophy.
from Helena.
The question for discussion will be,
Anastasia McIIale, Dorothy Henni“Resolved, That Foreign Govern fin and M argaret Ralph are week-end
mental Control Should Immediately guests from Butte.
Be Relinquished in Chino; Except
Robert Prescott has Lurton Smith,
for Consulates and Legations.”
Wayne Madrin, Ted. Cooney and
State

On the Campus

OHIO SCHOOL FINDS
OLD MASSACRE STORY
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give a fellow much better chances to
cheat

Just a Little

Happy Bull
The Boy Friend
Saysv th at if a girl is agreeable, it
is probably only a sign of inertia on
her part.
Cynic’s Calendar
Sometimes the cream of college hu
mor is only scum.— (IP)
Let It Rain!
The world is getting better,
The profs state every day.
Well, the world is getting wetter,
Though the prohi’s still hold sway!
The Putty Medal
F o r this week goes to the guy who
thought Azamona, our girl, was a
Russian actress.
Particular Pet Peeves
1. The Interscholastic blind date.
2. Bleacher slivers.
3. “Sorry, but have you a ticket?”
4. Dormitory food.
5. Girls who rumple my hair.
6. Dropping dimes instead of carslugs in the “pay-as-you-enters.”
, 7. The guy who says thafrw e are
the “future citizens of the U.*S.,”
when mpst of us are already old
enough to vote.

KAPPA SIS INSTALL
NEW CHAPTER TODAY

W arm Springs will be one of the
thrills in store for people taking ab
normal psychology this summer.
Complexes, insanities, mild and vio
lent, will be treated and studied in
Installation of Kappa Sigma began
this course. Yery interesting, if a
bit lurid.
this nfternooti with the arrival of Mr.
Rollie W. Bradford of Denver and
Speaking of grade-points, have you
Dan Shields, attorney of Salt Lake
heard of the novel method employed
to make some of the A.T.O.s study City. Alpha Delta Alpha, local on
for finals? Concentration of the shb- the campus since 1916, will become
Delta Omrcron chapter of Kappa
conscious, we call it.
Sigma.
Plans for the installation are now
Usually staid and stolid,, the pro
j
complete
and will include a banquet
fessor was beaming. ‘ Had he made
a revolutionary discovery? .H ad his a t th e ’F lorence tomorrow' night. J. R.
Hobbins,
general
manager of the Ana
story been accepted by H arper’s? We
asked him what he’d been doing in conda Copper Mining company, P ro 
the way of intellectual proceedings, fessor F. C. Scheuch, and the install
and, sezzee, “I ’ve ju st been talking ing officers will be guests of honor
to the janitor about a good lake for at this banquet. At present, plans
fishing. He told me th at . . .” We for a trip to Seeley lake are tentative
heard no more, but dashed away in for Saturday. The first installation
ball will be held at the Elks’ temple
disillusionment.
Saturday night and will be the last
There is no law against parking part of the installation ceremonies.
A.D.A. expects a number of their
sick flivs behind and around South
hall, but isn’t there some city o r alumni and former students back for
dinance about keeping junk off the the initiation. Those who have al
ready arrived are E. Ivan Caraway,
sidewalk?
and Vernon Fox of Billings, Leonard
Brewer of Terry, and S. Edwin
Deans’ Counsel
Although our visitors may stay, out W hitworth of Dillon.
Chaperons for the ball will be Mr.
without regarding University rules,
and Mrs. George Shepard, Mr. and
12:15 still holds for co-eds.
Mrs. Gilbert Porter, Dr. and Mrs. C.
H . Clapp, and Dr. and Mrs. R. H.
Our Girl
Thinks that the Little Theater con
test is a puppet show.

IRE

DEBATERS’ LEAGUE
WILL MEET WITH
ENGLISH STA
The English department will
its meeting jointly with the Mon
Debate League this year during
terscholastic week.
The mei
will be held tomorrow a t 9:30 a
in room 103, Library. The pro*
includes: g
1. Welcome, H. G. Merriam.'
Poetry W riting in High Sell
Mabel I. Rich, Missoula. (Discut |
led by Fanny Brayton, Anaconda
school.) 3. Discussion of the
act plays contest, Carl Click. (
cussion led by Rachel Jordan. 1
din high school.) 4. The Library
hibit, Miss Powell, Missoula. 5.
cussion of next year's debate' q
tion and suggestions for change
state constitution (led by N. B. B
president of the debate organizati
Luncheon Friday
The joint meeting will close 1
a luncheon at tire Blue P a rro t at
o’clock noon Friday. This is c
to all English instructors and ti
interested in English. Miss Margs
Ronan, president of the state cou:
is to act as hostess at the affair,
charge is 60 cents per plate.

See you tomorrow!

New Religion Courses (
for Summer School

As an advertisement for the sum
mer session this year, the School of
Religion of the University has pub 1
lished a four-page booklet giving in 1
formation as to the courses it will
offer during the summer and the in [
structors who will be in charge of 1
them.
Two courses are being offered in the 1
curriculum of the Religion school this
summer. One of these is called “The
History of the Relations Between Sci
ence and Religion,” and the other
“Christian Ethics in Relation to Mod
ern Social and Ethical Movements.”
Rev. W. L. Young, the director of
the school, will be in charge of the
work. His assistant, Professor Ger- j
aid Birney Smith of the Divinity
school of the "University of Chicago, I
Programs, describing work offered
THIS AND THAT
will teach during the second summer
during the summer session of the
According to the Utah Chronicle, term.
School of Religion and supplementary
sorority rushing a t the University of
courses given in other schools and
Utah cost the girls $3,000 this year.
departments, are ready for circula
Little Happy Bull wants to know
tion.
whether it was worth it.
History of the Relations Between
Pan-Hell allows each house a hun
Science and Religion” and “Christian j
dred dollars for fall rushing expenses
Ethics in Relation to Modern Social
at Montana State; spring rushing de
and Ethical Movements” will be
pends on the house budgets, largely.
taught by William Young and Profes
How much shall actually be spent de
sor Gerald Birney Smith. Both of
pends on the respective needs for
these two and one-half credit courses
pledges, their possibilities, and the
may-be supplemented by various sug
need for new furniture.
gested courses in English, education,
history, journalism, physical science,
A fter attending a convention of
and psychology.
deans of men from the colleges and
Professor Smith* received degrees
universities throughput !the United
of B. A. from Brown university in
States, one dean was especially inter
1891; M.A. from Columbia, 1898; B.D.
ested in the fact th at honor’systems
from Union .Theological Seminary,
are disappearing ns effective institu
1898, and D.D. from Brown Univers
tions, especially in the E ast and
ity, 1909. Since 1921, he has edited
South. I n 'o u r opinion honor sys
the “Journal of Religion.” Because
tems
are splendid things, because they
of Mr. Smith’s work a t Yale and,
Danger!!!
Two fast, if not furious, co-eds^are.
on the tra c k of a five-spot which goes
to the one who is first able to make
a certain weak, defenseless, pleasant
co-eddie succumb to her charms. The
donor of the prize has made the fol
lowing stipulations:
1. The prize will go to the femme
who first succeeds in getting the p a r
ticular mole to kiss her.
2. The identity of the male must be
kept secret, or at least unknown to
“him,” until the end of the contest.
3. Indirect, not direct, methods
Summer Session Curriculum Feature
must be used; Queensberry rules ap
in Advertising; Gerald Smith
ply in the clinches.
Will Lecture
4; The list of entrants is closed, and
outsiders are not eligible to compete.

Jesse, together with the insti
officers.
.S ix members o f the Kappa S
chapter a t Bozeman, and one
from Idaho and Washington State
be here for the installation.

Cut Yourself a Piece of Cake

and Make Yourself at Home

Come and visit us—you will find a hearty welcome and a willingness to render any service
within our power. Missoula is yours this week
—if you like it make it yours for your college
life.

( Missoula Drug Co.
“The House of Service’’
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Welcome!

High School Students

Berkeley, he has become known as a
lecturer.
More than 900 ministers in Idaho,
North Dakota and Montana have been*
sent letters by President C. II. Clapp,
inviting them to Missoula to take ad
vantage of the summer program of
the School of Religion.

FORESTERS BATTLE
WITH LAW SCHOO-Ll
In the semi-finals of the inter-com
pany baseball games, Company C de
feated Company A and then won from
Company B by default. Friday morn
ing a t 11 o’clock, Company C and
Company A play for the champion
ship, each having won three out of
•four games.
Immediately after the track meet
this afternoon, the Foresters and the
Law school will play for the baseball
championship in the inter-college
games.
Fellowship Group to Give Play
Members of the Student Fellow
ship group have begun intensive prac
tice on “A Persian Rose,” under the
direction of Miss Ruth Phillips. The
play will be given Sunday evening,
May 23, in the Methodist church.
Persian costumes and settings have
been ordered from Chicago.
Jabez Miller as his guests from Hel
ena.
Ivan Caraway and Yernon Fox of
Billings are guests at the Alpha Delta
Alpha house this week.
Leonard and David Brewer of Terry
are guests a t the Alpha Delta Alpha
house during trackmeet.
A final dinner of Alpha Delta Alpha
fraternity was given at the chapter
house Tuesday night.
Gladys ScuHey of Dillon is a track
meet guest at the Kappa Alpha Theta
house.
Beulah Gagnon and Ann Lou Cutler
are guests a t the Delta Gamma house
during trackmeet.
Eileen Lynch .is a guest of her sis
ter, Isabelle, at North hall during the
trackmeet.

to the store

Where University Men Trade
We outfit more students than any other
clothing store in Montana. Specializing
100% with the best known lines, in
America, of college men’s clothes, shoes
and sport clothes. If you expect to en
ter the “University of Montana” make a
visit to the store now and get acquainted.
U. of M. Poster Pennant
Free! Ato beautiful
paste upon your hand bag or auto
windshield Call and get one or two of them.
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p«1U Gamma will hare as guests a t
be chapter house during track week,
lean Siderfin and Beulah Gagnon, ex
26, of Butte; Anna to n Cutler, ex -7.
)( Helena; Ruth McCrum, ex ’30 of
P e i I City, and Nell Porter of Stevp iile .
Delta Gamma entertained a t a
mffetf luncheon this noon a t 12:30 at
p chapter house at 516 University
ivenuc. Mrs. J. Wilson Moore, house
•other, presided. The house was
lecorated with pink roses and the
olor scheme of pink was carried out
Bthe details of the luncheon. There
rere about 55 guests.
Kappa Kappa Gamma will have as
roest8 at the chapter house during
rack week, Frances Walker of Great
pills, Claire Linforth of Butte and
iretchen Blakesly of Livingston.
Kappa Kappa Gamma will entertain
it a buffet supper a t the home of
frp, George Weisel, 1005 Gerald, to
ile t at 5 o’clock. There will be
Bore than 60 guests.
Alpha Phi will have as guests at
be chapter house durihg track week,
Florence Spence of Thompson Falls,
Ifcble Munro of Kalispell. Helen
feintt of Kalispell and Gertrude
Iwearengen of G reat Falls.
Gregory Short and Howard Elliott
| Kalispell will be the guests of
feprice Driscoll during trackmeet.
Billy Burke of Lewistown will be
be: guest of his brother. Allan, durfe the Interscholastic meet.
Sigma Nu will have as guests at
^ c h a p te r house during track week,
nunett Angland and Kenneth ArmStung of Great Fails, Melain Keeley
md Sam Winn of Deer Lodge, Henry
ftodacker of Libby, Charles Iteifenrtili of Helena and Bob Breen of
Carol Griffith of Valier, sister of
fiijgima Griffith, will be a guest at
■ D e lt a Delta Defta house during
■ km eet.
Alpha Chi Omega will have as
B i ts at the chapter house during
nek week, Thora Nelson of Crow
Hmcy; Lolita Jackson of Baker;
m h Bryson, ex ’25, of White Soli|bor Springs; Eloise Crangle. ex ’26,
p Butte; Agnes Harrington and
Efeephine Sullivan of Butte: Louise
Goy and Kathryn Tailon of Great
(Falls; Opal Hughes, ex *30. of Bilfegs*. Murgaret Butler of Miles City
lad Mary Arndt, ex ’30. of Liringsih .
D'llian W arren of Great Falls will
he the track guest of Millicent Ofesta-

o’clock Wednesday afternoon. Men
from the various high schools who
are down for the Interscbolastic meet
were the guests.

Alpha Tau Omega will entertain at Editor of the Kaimin:
With reference to a recent discus
a fireside a t the chapter house this
sion of athletics and its correlates
evening.
which appeared in the Kaimin signed
Fred FredeH, annual manager of W. F., I submit the following free
Buckbee-Mears Engraving company of translation of the entire fragment of
St. Paul, will be a guest at the Sigma Xenophanes.
“If one wins victory in the footAlpha Epsilon house this week.
rate or the pentathlon (a composite
Members of Sigma Chi fraternity contest of which we have no equiva
held formal initiation Sundoy for lent), in the Olympic games, or in
Normal Nilsson, Anaconda; Jipi Ken wrestling, or the bruising boxing bout,
nedy, Roundup; George Pease, Mis or that awful contest that men call
soula, and Charles Hughes, Miles pancration (another event unknown
to us, combining boxing and wrestling
City.
with no rules against fouling), in the
eyes of his townsftien he is a glory
to behold, he is given a box-seat at
the shows, free board at public ex
pense, and a silver loving cup to be
an heirloom in his family. A victor
with horses receives a like reward.
But this, as I see it, is not a fair
valuation; for better than strength
of man or of steeds is the intelligence
Woman Have First Rights in
that I seek to give men. The judg
Tennis Gams on
ments I question are thoughtless. ’Tis
Campus
plainly not right to value strength of
body above understanding. Suppose
we have a good boxer among us, or
When funds were being raised for | one who can combine track and field
the building of the present football athletic skill, an Ed Strangler Lewis,
field, the women of the State Univers or a Joey Ray—this is the thing that
ity of Montana were promised money men honor—-the state is not therefore
enough to construct tennis courts. better governed. Small is the joy
As there was not enough surplus from th at comes to the s ta te for Olympic
the amount raised to complete cement victories. These things fill not our
tennis courts, the courts ju st north of larders with lard.” •
the Natural, Science building were be
I t is to be noticed: 1. Xenophanes
gun, but left unfinished until the does not contrast so much the pe
women of the University, through the cuniary as the sentimental or social
organizations of WAA and AWS, injustice of over-emphasis upon phys
raised enough money by their May ical prowess. I t is the false valua
fete production of 1926 to complete tion th at he objects to. Honor is not
them.
given to one who renders most valu
I t is not generally known on the able service. 2. In the last line be
campus that these courts belong to even seems to say that economically
the women, and although the men speaking the farmer is Uie producer
of the student body and faculty are while the boxer and his ilk add not to
welcome to use them, it should be re the wealth of the state. 3. No fairmembered that they are first of all minded judge can fail to see that es
the women’s property.
sentially Xenophanes is correct in his
Court Rules
suggested relative values.
Surely
The following rules are those that athletics are in a bad state, athletics
have been drawn up by Miss Laux in any form, professional, i. e., ad
in reference to using the courts. They mittedly professional, intercollegiate,
intra-mural, any form, if their de
have been approved by Dr. Clapp.
1. These courts are for the use of fenders must resort to sneers and
University students and faculty only. I snickers at those who have' sought
Women students have the first light on life's way and not only been
paid little in money, but social recog
right to the use of these courts.
3. Men students may play but must 1nition. Find another line of argu
give up the courts if women are wait ment, W. F.* if you really love the
cause of athletics.
ing to play.
Pray don't misunderstand me. With
4. Doubles take precedence over
singles. (No singles may be played Whitman I would “sing the body elec
if any persons are waiting to play.) ‘
(Exception—In tournaments run by
the women's Physical Education de-1
partment, matches may be completed.) I
5. No court may be held longer than j
thirty minutes after the appearance I
511 South Higgins
of others who wish to play.
(Exception—In tournaments run by I
e women's Physical Education de
partment matches may be completed.)
6. Any* violation of the above rules
Strict!)' Home Cooking
forfeits a person’s right to play on i
Come in and let use prove
these courts.
These courts are occupied by
it— (we know you’ll
classes Mondays, Wednesdays and
like it)
Fridays at 9, 11. 3, and 4 o’clock and I
on Tuesday -/tnd Thursday from 5 to |
6 o’clock during open hours.

UUX MAKES RULES
FUR USE OF COURTS

Home Cafe

Harold Hunt, Percy Wills, Clyde
Hunt, W alter Dean and Bill Fewkes |
returned Tuesday from a four-day j
Alpha Xi Delta will have as guests trip-with Sheridan's orchestra. They I
chapter house during track spent two days in Helena and the r e - .
Ireek, Diana Rees Evans. Elizabeth maining two days in Great Falls.
!
SgFoqte and Bessie Herron of Bozoinn, and Lena Beley and Rita Travin of Big Timber.

It the

Elmer Brown of Valier, brother of
wile Brown, will visit her during the

sieet.

George Flynn of Miles City will
risit his sister, Clare Flynn, during
tr&kmeet.
<piadys Scully of Dillon is a guest
t^the Kappa Alpha Theta bouse durthe Intcrscholastic meet.
$igma . Kappa will have as guests
W tlio chapter house during track
*e*k. Elva Anderson of Forsyth. LflK Kerrigen, „ Margaret Daly, and
Ethel and Ruth Blomgren of Butte.
Guests at the Kappa Delta house
p n g trackmeet are Dorothy Duval,
■rm a Flick, Inez Halloran, Grace
jtybton, Anaconda; Margaret Dickey,
llitrgaret MacDonald, Dorothy Clague,
Helen Jane Dickey, Kalispell: Dor-1
#by Ellingwood, Camille Phelan,
Gdttc; Esther Christenson, Dillon.
Kappa Delta entertained at a 0:30
’rtakfast this morning at the Flor
a e hotel. - Covers were laid,; for 90*
wests. The table decorations were
tbite roses, the sorority flower. The
idea was repeated in the placeffes.
' Alpha Delta Alpha will have as
Wests at the chapter house during
Werscholastic week, Leonard Brewer
d. Terry, Ivan Carraway and Vernon
f | | of Billings, Hobart Nahon, Don11 Redman and Fred Morton of
Rozeinan and B. J. Olsen of Minneipblis.
Alpha Delta Alpha will entertain
11 smoker this evening at the chupett-bouse. It is to be in the nature
j| an open house for all men down
tom the various schools for the Insrscholastic meet.
.Alpha Tau Omega entertained at a
•fixer at "the chapter house at 5

COMMUNICATIONS

MON T A N A
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tric.” I love beautiful, healthy, grace
ful bodies. I love to see children
play, young men and women use per
fect forms in yigorous, wearying
(wearing?) exertion, to see the sweat
pour and the glow of joyous health
after the shower. But to make a hero
of a Babe Ruth and to carry through
society the standard of values im
plied in glorifying such men—bah!
Still I would like to see Babe slam
the pill over the wall back of center
field. Yet I would not exchange my
puzzled life in a groping spiritual
age, lived fh a body th at I find gen
uine joy in keeping fit and fine and
tingling as middle age approaches, fed
and clothed on a salary th at Gene
Tunney can earn in the fraction of
a second, for a thousand lives lived
as a professional athlete must live.
In the name of high heaven, young
people, put such easy things as ath
letics where they belong, th at you
may have time to care for your own
bodies and to give your minds to
something worth while.
W. P. C.
So much has been said about the
ROTO both pro and con that it is only
fair to say that, despite the undesira
bility of this department alleged in
a well-remembered communication, it
is steadily growing more popular.
This year there are between 15 and
20 sophomores who wish to s ta rt the
advanced course next fall as compared
with the few who have taken it in

former years. In fact Captain Caulkins finds that it will be necessary to
apply for an extension of the limit
which is placed on all ROTC units.
The limit for Montana at present is
eight. This is very small when some
of the larger schools in the Ninth
corps area have a limit of 100.
During Wednesday’s inspection Ma
jor Waddill mentioned the fact that
the outside drill was rather poor.
This will be remedied to a certain ex
tent next year, according to the cap
tain, who says th at he intends to
have this year’s freshmen placed over
the new men. Each sophomore will
have a squad of freshmen. In this
way much sloppy drill will be done
away with and the result will be a bat
talion capable of quick, snappy drill.
Now the schools with larger ROTC
units are putting it all over Montana.
Is this right? The fact that we have
a comparatively small unit is greater
reason for our having a better trained
one as it is much easier for a small
body of men to drill than a large one.
Montana spirit enters into all other
forms of student activity, athletics,
debate, etc. Why can’t we have a
little of it in the ROTC? Other units
think ours is a “bunch of bums.” Are
we going to let them get away with
that?
Respectfully,
MALCOLM SHEARER.

OBERLIN DORMITORY
HAS FRENCH MAJORS
Oberlin, Ohio.— (IP )—“La Maison
Francnise” will be the newest dor
mitory on the Oberlin campus next
year. In this dormitory, in which
15 co-eds will live and 30 men and
women will eat, no word other than
French will be spoken. The matron,
o r “Directrice,” will be Mme. Marie
Jeanne Lahaurine-Jolinston, a native
of France, who came to America after
the war as the wife of an American
aviator. Those who live and eat at
the house will be majors in the French
department. Too many applications
for accommodations have been r e 
ceived already.
H arriet DeMers is a guest of Jane
Freund at North ball during the meet.

Fresh
Johnston’s
Chocolates
Wrapped for MaiHng if You Like

ROBERTS
BOOK STORE

Florence O’Brien of Saco is a guest
t North hall during Interscholastic.

Collegiate Curl

Sentinel
Creamery, Inc.
Makers of
SENTINEL BUTTER
and
ICE CREAM
All Flavors
West Front

Western Montana
National Bank
The

of Missoula, Montana
Resonrces Over Four
Million

The

Permanent ringlet curls
all over the head; Per
manent Waving; Finger
Waving; Water Waving,
and Brush Curls

Make
Your Own

We Specialize in All
Lines of Beauty Work

Marcel Beauty Shop

BOWS

Phone 25

THE

First National Bank
of Missoula

Montana’s Oldest
National Bank
ESTABLISHED 1873
4% Interest and Na
tional Bank Protection
for Your Savings

Phone 1818

PHONE 252
for

304 Wilma Bldg.

. beter still, let us make them for
without charge.
You can easily make an ol<J frock
appear up-to-date with a bow or two
made from ribbon purchased here for
a trifle. We have many kinds and
widths of ribbon in a host of desirable

GIRLS!

Narrow ribbons suggest tailored
bows applied in series formation
while crisp taffeta fairly invites
to wear hair ribbons again, the bows
they.make are so intriguing. And, of
course, there are grosgrain and moire
ribbons waiting to adorn new hats.

That beautiful dress
of yours is handled
carefully by expert
washers when sent
to the

Butte Cleaners
and Dyers

Fruit Punch
Bowl Furnished
FREE

MAJESTIC BOTTLING
COMPANY
“Next to Palace Hotel”

The John R. Daily Co.

Wholesale and Retail Dealers la
FRESH AND SALT MEATS
FISH, POULTRY and
OYSTERS

Phone 500

Packers of

DaCo

506 South Higgins

HAMS, BACON, LARD
Phones 117> 118

It Is a Pleasure to Please

IIM 13 West Front

Dr. J. L. Murphy

MRS. GRACE CARROLL. Mgr.

Let the

GRADUATION FROCKS

Eyesight Specialist

Low Priced in
Two Big Groups
and

$18

205 Montana Block

Track Meet Visitors
Get the Best Shoe Shine
in Town at the

MISSOULA HAT CLEANING
SHOP
138 North Higgins

HERRICK’S
FAMOUS ICE CREAM
and Sherbets
‘YES, WE MAKE PUNCH’

Schramm-Hebard Meat Co.

Fresh and Salt Meats, Fish,
Poultry and Oysters
Phono 126

417 North Higgins

Next to B & H Jewelry Co.

ATTENTION

Special Prices During
Track Meet
10% Reduction on
Shoes, Shirts, Sweaters,
Caps, etc.

Keene’s Shoe and
Clothing Co.
•

Welcome Visitors
Come In Before
You Leave Town

DO YOUR WORK

Phone 331

NOT LONG NOW ’TILL
GRADUATION DAY
What a thrill it will be with the exams over and
things of the past—to step out on graduation day
and receive the coveted diploma. And what an
added thrill when you can step forth confidently
in a smart frock selected from among our fine
selection bought particularly for you and your
one most important day. They are the loveliest
sort of real creations in beautiful quality crepe
de chine, georgette, flat crepes and chiffons, elab
orately trimmed with bows, tucks, flowers, lace
and rhinestones; in white and pastel shades.

FLORENCE BARBER
SHOP

MONEY

It buys more at
HIGH SCHOOL CANDY
SHOP

OUR

WORK IS OUR BEST
RECOMMENDATION

METROPOLE BARBER SHOP

816 Higgins Ave.

(Basement B. & H. Jewelry Shop)
Fine Hair Cutting Is Our Specialty
Thompson & Marlenee, Props.

STUDENTS!

HE KNOWS HOW

Call 38 for Student Rates
TRUNKS 50c

WHO?

Hopkins Transfer Co.

JAKE’S TAILOR SHOP

THE

MONTANA

K AI M IN

M’ AGAIN
SHINES FROM TOWER

remade Cyrano could not have re tellist, Rosolba C am era; and hung—
turned to his home town and passed we ase told—in a niche to the left
unrecognized as the man the citizens of the chimney-piece, above the
were searching for as a suspected Boccapodugli eagle, found ‘within the
murderer and thief because be had precinct of Caracalla’s baths at
fled to parts unknown a few years Rome.”
One Act Plays.
“Rosalba’s Journal” deals with Robefore. In spite of his travels in the
Little Theater.
Main hall tower was once more il
Three onG-act plays of unusual French army Cyrano failed to make salba C am era, the “Venetian pasmerit marked the closing production the acquaintance of any Haitian voo telUst,” and her “Journal.” Dobson luminated last night with the large
of the year Saturday night in Mon doo chief called “The Beard of God.” tells of Rosalba’s life, of h er acquaint electric “M” which was replaced Mon
I t is evident that Rostand passed ances, of her skill as an artist. In  day afternoon by the maintenance de
tana’s Little Theater, which began as
a dream last year. The class in D ra up a lot of good bets in the way of deed, the paper should have been en partm ent of the State University.
matic Presentation, under Mr. Glick, experiences which a man with an titled “Rosaiba C am era” rath e r than The “M” has not been permanently
had complete charge of planning, di ugly nose could have. Mr. Chamber- “Rosalba’s Jo u rn a l” Dobson says installed qs yet, but will be usable
recting, and staging the offerings, lain, however, has caused almost ev very little concerning the “Journal.’1 during the Interscholastic track meet.
Space does not permit a detailed
which included well-arranged and well- erything to happen to his hero. I t’s
Main hall was first decorated by an
executed programs of entertainment. safe to say that The Silver Cord con discussion of the remaining essays electric symbol when the class of
Much credit is due the mechanical tains more impossible situations than in Dobson's collection. They are as 1902 placed its numerals on the very
excellent as “Rosalba's Journal” and top of the tower. In 1906 a small
staff of the Masquers for their work possible ones.
in making sets and working out light
There’s nothing particularly clever no reaner will be satisfieo with dis “M” was put up and was replaced in
ing effects.
or original in the writing of the book, carding the book after having read 1908 by a large wooden letter. This
“Box and Cox,” by John Madison but the very strangeness of the auth only the first essay—more probably old symbol served until 1923, when
Morton, which has been termed the or’s freakish combination of ideas is he will read on till the very last paper, it was taken down by the Bear Paws
funniest one-act play ever written, startling. This combination is the and he will enjoy them all, especially ju st before Interscholastic of th at
opened the program, and in spite of principal feature of entertainment to the last, “A New Dialogue of the year because of a short circuit. The
Dead.”
a cold house, seemed to live up to its be derived from the story.
University paid to have it rewired
reputation. Nelson Fritz and Dean
Chamberlain has never been hailed
and repaired, but in putting it back
Gillespie, as Box and Cox,.flung the as a great philosopher and the
on the tower it slipped and crashed
Inugh-provoking sallies about with weighty sayings of the voodoo chief
to the sidewalk below.
the ease and familiarity of masters, fit in awkwardly with the rest of the
Raise Fund
and Elizabeth McCoy proved an ex book. Some of the chief's philosophy,
Since th at time several attempts
cellent foil {or both.
however, is thought-provoking; for
The cheering is all over, the crowd have been made to replace it and
The whole play revolves about the instance, when he says: “I t’s never has scattered but the thrill of winning during the p a st year the Bear Paws
thrifty Mrs. Bouncer (apt name) of what you pay th at matters, but the high school Interscholastic track and the various fraternities made up
Miss McCoy. Since one of the gen whether you want the thing you’ve meet is Missoula's.
a fund to have it put up. I t was taken
tlemen in question worked by day as bought.”
Four hundred athletes from the 99 down Aber day to repair a short cir
a hatter, and the other by night as a
None of the characters have dis schools represented crowded the track cuit caused by rain and snow during
printer, she very . cleverly arranged tinctive features except Harry. He while 5,000 watched the meet from the past winter. The Interscholastic
for them to share the same room; stands out in the first part of the book the side lines. The campus resounded committee lias given some support to
without, however, taking the trouble because of his appearance; with that with the airs of the Grizzly band, have it replaced at this time.
to notify the gentlemen first. Their nose he’d be a marked man anywhere. while the ROTC performed on the
quarrel over the room, over the widow
The book is written in a helter- field.
who was pursuing them both, their skelter fashion. The reader looks
The spirit of good sportsmanship
duel with unloaded pistols, and their forward to the outcome of the plot prevailed through the entire meet and
final discovery, through the missing more from curiosity as to whether again we say as we have a right to,
strawberry mark, that they are the and how Chamberlain will achieve Montana University for Montana Stu
w. k. long-lost brothers, all are divert unity in tying up the loose ends than dents.
ing in the extreme, and were well re  from any feeling of being kept in sus
ceived. Margaret Sterling was the pense on account of intensity of ac
Butte high school was awarded the
director of the play, and her work is tion.
unanimous decision of the judges in
.worthy of commendation.
G. W.
the twentieth Interscholastic debate
Lord Dunsany’s “Night at an Inn,”
last night. The winning team will
directed by Dorothy Webster, was the
Secrets of the White House.
be awarded the silver cup given an
next play, and its intense melodrama
By Elizabeth Jaffery.
nually by the University.
proved an interesting contrast be
123-125-127-129 E. Main St.
Cosmopolitan Book Corporation,
The four teams in the finals were
tween it and its predecessor. Harold New York.
Missoula, Whitefish, Augusta and
Reely gave one of the best perform
Price, $2.50.
Butte. The question was; Resolved,
ances of his career as the educated
W ritten in an -exceedingly interest that the President’s cabinet should
Toffy, brains of the gang of crooks ing fashion, Elizabeth Jaffery 'lias include a Secretary of Education.”
who stole the idol's eye from a temple compiled an accofint of the seventeen
in India. Tom Herring as Bill, James and one-half years th at she had
The Kyote of Billings was awarded
Beck as Sniggers, and Elmore Nelson charge of the housekeeping problems first prize in the class A group of
as Albert were very convincing. Harry of the White House. Through the ad ligh school publications represented
Hooscr as the idol was terrifying ministrations of four presidents she in the Montana State Interscholastic
enough to suit the most exacting, and had handled the management of the Press association.
Mike Belangie, Clem Heltenes and mansion of the leader of our coun
The tenth annual Interscholastic
Aubroy Houston as the priests looked try.
Press association meeting was held
extremely barbaric in their burlap
Many incidents, quite aside from at 9:30 today. Dean A. L. Stone
costumes. Thi6 play was the best what one generally rends portraying gave the address of welcome and an
received of the three.
the home life of a president, are con nounced the various winners.
“The Man in the Bowler H at” was tained in the book and give the reader
an. offering that kept the crowd guess a knowledge of incidents which, be
Grace Johnson of Harlowton is
ing until the last minute. Martha j sides being interesting, are educa campus visitor this week.
Dunlap and Arfchuj Simerson, as Mary j tional.
and John, provided plenty of comedy, I The book takes in the administra
both in lines and action, their panto-1 tions from the time' that President
mime being exceptionally good. Marie! T aft entered the White House until
Neeley, as the Heroine, Larry Sea the first part of the. occupation by the
man as the Hero, Adolph Still as the] present incumbent, Calvin Coolidge.
\illain, assisted by Bob Struckman j Mrs. Jaffery has narrated the many
as the Bad Man, gave very creditable I joys that the different presidents have
performances. Merrill Poore, as the had, the many sorrows that have be
Man in the Bowler Ilat, furnished the fallen the White House, and the fi
surprise ending that added the final nancial conditions and hardships of
fillip to the evening’s cocktail of en some of* the men who occupied the
tertainm ent
A. A. Milne is the nation’s mansion while she was in
author of the play, which was direct charge.
ed by Helen Zeh.
She has also listed a very fine se-1
We are indeed sorry that this is the lection of menus which many persons i
last opoprtunity that we shall have will find exceptionally helpful? Menus
this year to see a Masquer produc- j will be found fo r receptions, dinners,
tiou in the Little Theater. I t has luncheons and teas. A number of |
been a year of great achievement, recipes for foods that have been
both artistically and materially, and* served presidents of the United States
we wish fhe Masquers and their di- have also been listed and should prove
rector more, and more of the same. | a great help to many a housewife and
house manager.
i The Silver Cord.
By George Agnew Chamberlain.
| Rosalba’s Journal and Other
G. P. Putnam’s Sons.
Papers.
, t>nce more an ugly nose plays havoc j By Austin Dobson.
Oxford University Press, London.
wim a young hum's face and fortunes.
As far as ugly nasal appendages are
Henry Austin Dobson dedicated
concerned, Cyrano de Bergerac had “Rosalba’s Journal and Other Papers”
nothing on Mr. Chamberlain’s hero, t o . Colonel W. F. Prideaux, whose
suggestion led Dobso nto write the
H arry Jones.
But even if he had the worse-look first essay in the volume, “Rosalba’s
ing nose Harry seems to have been Journal.”.,
The volume is a collection of nine
lackier in the way of experiences.
Cyrano never had the good fortune papers, of the explanatory type, w rit
to have part of his monstrosity car ten in the usual Dobsonian style—
ried away by a shot on the battle simple, direct and very interesting.
WHEN my father was in college, "P ut
in
field, while, a mere fever caused Even the opening paragraph of •
Harry’s “rebirth.”
Cyrano didn’t “Rosalba’s Journal” gives proof that
your pipe and smoke it!” was considered snappy
have a dual personality, but Harry’s Dobson is truly an exquisite w riter:
disposition was influenced by the ap “Among the many' treasures of Hor
conversation. I ’m ready to take this old line
pearance' of his nose and when liis ace Walpole’s Long Gallery a t Straw
literally when the talk centers around Prince
severe case of acne rosacea was cured berry Hill was a portrait of John
ho became a “new man—men (ally and Law of Lauriston, the inventor of the |
Albert. Because P. A. makes
of what I
Mississippi scheme. I t was drawn
spiritually as well as physically.”
Because be had never had Ips nos* ’ '!•«' once celebrated Venetian paslike in a pipe.

Thursday, May 12,1927

CLINCHED!
Dancers Fat Over Fast One
at SAE Dance

would she ever appear the same. The
event that had swept them away had
changed her in the eyes of the care
free people who laughed and talked
so easily now, even flirted midly.
Overnight they had changed from

careless happy-go-lucky youngsters to
responsible adults. They were not
sorry. They were married.
Pearl Reid is the guest of Ruth
Nickey a t North hall this week-end.
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Colling* Shoe* Shop j§§j

GOOD EATS
Wedgwood Cafe

;

repairing saves shoes

*sor

—at—

M BeFore-Sighted
Save Time
t
and Money
G o o m m w ir

BS.

One Year Ago

F O $F f

306 X. Higgins Avenue

Missoula

Quick Service

"where savings are greatest *’
Missoula, Montana

New Victor Records
by

Gene Austin

Welcome,
Track Meet Visitors

Muddy Water and
My Idea of Heaven
Forgive Me and
Someday Sweetheart
Ain’t She Sweet and
What Do I Care What Somebody Said
With His Picture Included

20569
20561
20568

DICKINSON PIANO CO.
Victor Dealer of Missoula
218 Higgins Avenue

The New Grill Cafe
THE PLACE OF GOOD EATS

MEET ME AT

Kelley*s Cigar Store
SODA

and the joy-friend...
Prince Albert

Where AH the Boys Meet
FOUNTAIN
IN
CONNECTION

PONY CHILI PARLOR
Home of Famous Chili and French Pastries
317 North Higgins

You Can Be a Better,
Cook dian. Mother

that

two

New BRUNSWICK Records
No. 3466 (Underneath the Weeping Willow
/I’m Looking for aiOirl Named Mary
Nick Lucas, the Crooning Troubadour
No. 3482 (Just the Same
/ That’s My Hap-hr, p-ha;■])in ess Chester Taylor, Whispering Baritone
No. 3488 (Blue Skies
/Honolulu Moon
Lew White on the Girin Kim Pall- Organ
No. 3504 (Close to Your Hear- —Pox Trot
/'Hoosier Swefethear? Fox Trot
Ben Selvin and Or< hescra
No. 3519 (Doll Dance F< \ Trot
/Delirium- —F- x Tn.i
Carl Fenton’s Orchestra

Schaefer130 Hfcrgiiis
Mm Av mpany

All wise-cracking aside, P. A. is the money
when it comes to deep-down satisfaction in a
smoke. It’s got everything! Cool as the trail
of the ice-man across the kitchen. Sweet as
vacation. Fragrant as a pine forest.
Think up your own similes. You’ll write them
all in the column headed "Superlative Degree”
when you learn the joys of a jimmy-pipe and
Prince Albert. If you don’t know this grand old
smoke, come around to my room and I ’ll give
you a load.

F r in g e a l b e r t
— no other tobacco is like it!

P. A . is said everywhere its
tidy red tins, pound and halfpound tin hum idors, and
pound crystal-glass humidors
with sponge-moistener top .
And always with every hit
of bite and parch removed by
the Prince Albert process •

M other was a good cook. H ot
way of B t u ^ q i r m n o u M ,petitaa wai ranaffcaMa. How
coaler ita.
m uch eeeler
__ would haw
found th e task If there bad h em
electric rang— in her day.___
M o th e r n e v e r b e d yowe

* **** ■

Automatic
w ith lcaa tim e, k aa WW*. law

us prove oar
ttN ooblfestien,

Missoula Public Service Company

THE

Track History Shows Strong
Grizzly Cinder Teams; THEATER
Started in 1897

TOURNAMENT

(Continued from Page 1)

Montana Has Creditable Record — - Many
Championships Go to the Copper,
Silver and Gold Preformers

the finals in the afternon preliminaries
in Main hall.
Missoula high school’s entry was
“The Old Question,” by Mary Lee,
and was directed by Mrs. Vera May
Bruegger. Margaret Price, Catherine
Wilburn, Eugene Ilunton, Harold
Fitzgerald, Emily McClure and Evelyn
Blumenthal were the characters.
Hardin high school presented “Man
sions,” by Hi)degarde Flanner. Lela
Johnson, Thorn Nelson, and Edwin
Bullis were directed by Miss Rachel
Jordan, a Montana graduate.
Judges for the afternoon perform
ances in Main hall were Professor
Robert L. Housman, Mrs. Louise Arholdson and Mrs. Edward Bennett.
Property Managers
Property managers staffs for the
morning included Rachel Clark, Mary
Farnsworth, Ann Miller and Charles
Alderaon, and that for the afternoon

MONTANA

KAIMIN

was composed of Mary Kistle, Dor-j The afternoon session- of th< plavHj mVludea InferIothy Webster, Claudine Christy and opened with the “Green Char teuse,” land in< ividual
Rowe Morrell. John Sell roeder was j given by Helena high. Fergus county 1which ncludes inter-church and instage manager for Main hall produc- J presented' “Good Medicine,” with dividual champ
opious hi p and ala
tions, while Harry Hooter handled j Buena Dougherty, Robert Hem on and ]eludes clioot
lighting and Robert Jelley wife gen Doris Kindsehy, directed by i Srellne a novl a chfl
[coolest; and ril
eral property manager. Nan Walsh . Eceles.
The Sacred Heart academy p resent- ' individual chn
was In charge of ushers for both
ed an act called “The Shoe4 That plan of tllOBC 1n charge of intra-mural
groups.
Danced,” a beautiful fantasy o dane- j sports o provride enough sports and
Little Theatre Try-outs
ing and acting. Maureen Do Hniond, of suflj dent vi
The Little Theater opened Its piny University senior, as director should I Id scho ol will
tournament yesterday morning with Jbe given much credit. Member* of the i field of sport.
Alberton's presentation, “Not Quite
cast were Lillian Wagner. F ranees 1
Such a Goose/! with Florence Wilkie Tea son, Mary Piquet t, Virginia
StewMis« Esther
as director. The cast was composed I
art, Helen D’Ornzi. Mary Quicn .Mary tana, ix a track
of five members, Knre Slencs. Ail ecu j
Ska
ban
and Elsie Eigeman.
Poirier, Cecelia jDuBolt, Earl Drostj
and John Keough.
The second piny of the morning
session was “Thank You, Doctor.’ I
presented by Belt under the direction j
of Mrs. D. L. MacDonald. The cast
While Attending the Track
was made up of five people, Mayme |
Johnson, Joy Browning, Kenneth
Eat at
Coday, Raymond Kennedy and Myron I
Johnson.
Butte high next took the stage, followed by “The Finger of God/* pre- J
creasing, 1both In mambers i
sented by the Hamilton high school |
le number of men who enter
under the direction of E. R» Ormsbee. J
The cast had only three members, >orti.
there win be at Ies
Just received a beautiful line of
Albert Erickson, Albert Perry and J This year
new felts. In ill the newest styles
trtlclpsnts In fntra-naurala a<
Dorothy Carlstrom.
and colors.
ired with 2■44 a year ago. Lai
as Jhe firsit year of any organ
[ intra-mural sports. A it house!
313 North Higgins
afo been lDlorclssii sports
Surannc Hscfcel, Proprietress
group had been added to
are now at leant 10 of tliei
The list of intra-moral
this year includes the fol
Basketball, which incl.i
Q U A LITY MARKET
class, intcr-collcgc, InterMEATS AND GROCERIES

By-laws for an Athletic associa lette, and Coyle were the chief point
tion of the University of Montana gatherers in this meet.
In the relays held In Seattle, Mon
were drawn up by a group of students
and faculty members in 1S97. In tana tied with the Washington Hus
the same year a portion of the Uni kies for first place, winning the cen
versity grounds was set aside for a a tury, and setting conference records
athletic field. However, this field was in the half mile and medley relays.
Next they swamped Idaho in a dual
net completed until 1901.
In 1903 H. B. Conjbear came to meet. Next Montana tied for fourth
place at the Pacific coast conference
Montana as coach, and in thj
the Grisalies trounced the Aggies, Imeet held at Palo Alto. Three congiving Montana University state su- foresee records were broken by Monpremacy in track. Fred W. Schul* tana men. Sweet won the century
replaced Conibear as coach, and it in 9 7-10 seconds, and Gillette won
was this man who trained inch men the mile in four miputes and 21 7-10
as Bob Cary, McPhail, Garlington. and the two-mile in 9 minutes and
ynd the Greenough brothers.
i 30 4-10 seconds. Gillette also tied
In 1906 Montana turned out a with Bud Houser for individual honpremier team. This team romped or*.
through the entire year without a de-| Then the University won the In-1
feat, and set up nine records. The tercollegiate meet by winning a marecords a t this time were held mostly Ijority of the events. During the
by a few men. Leo Greenough held season of 1926 the track team set
the half mile, the quarter and the ; eight new state records and tied two
hammer throw; Bob Cary, the 100'others.a
and 220 yard dash, and the high and | ______
- ...........
- ■■ —_______
low hurdles; Roy McPhail. the broad
jump and pole vault; A. H. Toole, the
high jump; and King Garlington, the
utile run.
7]
In 1907 a new record was set by |
R. Patterson in the discus throw. |
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
Then in 190S A. J. Findlay coached 1
S i m u y of Receipts and Disbursements, July I, 1926, to May I, 1927
a team th at set up new records in jl
DisburseBalance Rscelpts
the mile, two mile, 220 hurdles, and
meats for
for
July 1,
the broad jump. However, Montana's Governor Erickson Hoads Group
Tefal
10 months Balance
10 months
Visiting
Missoula
Daring
1926
team bad been weakened by the lots
Interschoiastic
Reserve Fund *l..$ 1,554,36 9 1.2I&36 $ 2,772.72 | 1.000.00 $1,772.72
of Gary and McPhaiL In 1900 Bob
3.407.92 2.47057
991.35
3.467.92
General
Fund
.
Cpry returned to coach the Grizzly
43*-57
370.20 31.777.76 32.147.90 31,709-30
Athletic Board •2
track team. I t was not until the!
5,199.71
5.175.00
22.05
.„OD
564.23
5,700.0-1
next year that Cary's team had sue-1 Governor and Mrs. J. E. Erickson. Kaimin *3 ......
3,522.00
3,522.00
433.22
3,086.87
Sentinel
1920
{ass.
The first triangular meet J are among a large group of guests
7*7.07 2,942.22
3,730.09 3.730.09
Sentinel 1927
among the University, Montana sta te j of honor a t the 24th annual Inter697.99
450.39
238.61
04323
54.74
Band __ __
cdftege and the School of Mines was scholastic meet,
1.400.25 1.203.57
190.68
1.400.25
Debate ....... .....
arranged that year. The University I Interest throughout the state is
100.45
6.75
183.70
65.45
125.00
Class
of
1927
.__
won easily. Emmet Ryan set a new greater this year than ever before and j
26.85
151.86
9.75
143.11
125.01
record in the hammer throw.
Imany people are coming to Missoula ' Class of 1928.
213.35
131.95
91.50
13.35
200.00
Class
of
1929
.
University Wins in 1911
jto view Montana's big athletic meet.!
190.00
170.15
19.S5
196.00
Class of 1930 .
1 In 1911 the University again won Among those who will be present arc
334.22
334.22
247.2$
86.04
W.
A.
A.
...__
_
the triangular meet. In 1912 the B* B. Bowden, chairman of the state |
Mines withdrew and a dual meet was I basketball tournam ent; O tt Romney,
$ 4,007.59 $49,414.02 $34,021.01 $49,902.-1 $7,11950
held with the Aggies, and Montana State college track coach; William j
•X July 1. $756.80 unused balance in General Fund reverted to Re*
state won for the first time in the j Powers, state board of education,
history of the two schools. In 1913 Attorney General L. A. Foot ; Mr. | serve Fund.
•2 Athletic Board—Aceounts receivable outstanding:
Captain Owsley’s team won back the I and Mrs. James Bobbins and daoghThe Seattle Relay Carnival Committee has not determined tl
state title from Montana state. They j ter, B utte; Mr. and Mr*. O. 8. Warrefund to contestants in meet held at Seattle April 30. The amooi
also set new records in the shpt put, jden* O rest Falls; Lee Dennis and .
of this refund is uncertain.
high jump, discus throw, and the I Leonard Young, railroad commission;
Accounts payable outstanding:
broad jump.
Sheldon E. Davis and George W. C ra
Equipment amounting to $197.81 from A. G. Spalding Bros. f<
in 1914 the University won in the Ken. presidents of the State Normal
track
has not been paid. (A part of this material has been return*
triangular meet, setting new records Jcollege and State School of Mines,
end we are waiting for credit adjustments before making sett!
in the broad jump and two mile. In respectively; President Alfred Atkin-'
ments.)
the next three years the Grizzlies son, State college, and A. H. Bow3 Kaimin:
held the state title, but lost to the man, commissioner of agriculture.
Accounts receivable outstanding:
Northwestern conference schools. J /
Summary accounts, advertisers, $1,051.02.
Four new records were also set dux- J Art Harthman is the guest of
Accounts payable outstanding:
ing this time. Because of the w a r ! Charles Alderson during trackmeet.
Printing amounting to $250.60 from New Northwest for Kalm
in 1918 there was no track team. In j
^
•
hat not been paid to date.
1919 the interest was still low and
Sarah Earle of Livingston is a
M. J. THOMAS, Bus. Mgr. ASX,ML
there was no team. In 1920 a relay
of her sister, Dorothy, during
team composed of Steve Sullivan, Jtrack meet.
Harry Adams, Jack Sterling, and I
Miles Romney made a new world's
record a t Seattle in the 400-yard I
relay with a time of 40 2-5 seconds.
The University also won from the
Aggies this year. In 1921 the track |
team won from Idaho and Montana
state. Bob Egan lowered the record I
in the half mile. In 1922 the Grizzlies retained the state title and placed
third in the Relay Carnival a t Se-1
attle, and Bob Egan made a new rec- j
oTd in the 440-yard run, bettering
Leo Greenough'a time that was made
in 1906.
Stewart Comes in 1923
In the spring of 1923, J. W. Stew- j
art took chaige of the track team. |
This was rather an unfavorable year j
for Montana, the Bobcats gaining the
title for the first time in many years. 1
The redeeming feature was Bob 1
Egan’s run in the 440 in 50 flat, and j|
the record set in the mile relay.
1924 many of the track stars were
gone and things went rather unfavor
ably for the Grizzlies.
In 1925 Montana won from W ash
ington state college in a dual meet,
the first win since 1906. They next
won the state title from Bozeman.
Next to be defeated was Idaho by a
decisive score. At the R elay Carnival I
in Seattle the Grizzlies tied with the
Washington Huskies for first place
with Russell Sweet and Arnold Gil-1
lette starring in their events. New j
.records for the year, were: Russell I
Sweet, the 100 and 220 yard dashes, |
and the brood jump; Gillette, the i
mile; Coyle, the pole vault; Steve J
Hanson, 'the two mile;. Cal Pierce, the
javelin; and the mile relay by Davis,
Stark, Sweet and Ritter. Gillette
and Sweet were sent to the Stagg |
meet in Chicago, where Sweet placed I
second in the hundred and 220 yard I
dashes and Gillette took third in the
mile.
Montana Triumphs In 1926
In 1926 the cinder artists were han
dicapped while the track was being
finished for them. Coach Stewart I
had such men as Sweet, Ritter, Gil
Store Closed Friday P. M.
lette, Spaulding, Coyle, A. Blumentral, Stark, K. Blumenthal, Lowary,
Near N . P. Depot
Missoula
Hanson, Williams, Pesrce, etc. In
the inter-class meet that was held,
six state records fell. In the quad- j
raugular meet held in Spokane—
Washington State college, Idaho, Gon*
zaga, and Montana competing—Mon
tana won easily, placing 16 of the
17 men that were taken. Sweet, Gil-

Intra-Mural Sports
Increasing; 700 Men
Enrolled This Year

WEDGWOOD'S CAFE

La Vogue Millinery

Student Manager Submits
Annual Financial Statement

j

UNIVERSITY INVITES
MANY HONOR GUESTS

j

Summary of receipts and disbursements of the
ASUM from July 1,1026, to May 1,1927, as submitted
to Kaimin by Myles J. Thomas, business manager of
the ASUM.
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Four Deliveries Daily

oBege and
fling; fenc

Bluebird
Sunday 1:30 to
11:00

Extend

A Cordial Welcome to All
Interschoiastic Contestants and
Visitors

Our Store Offers You Many Exceptional
Bargains

SALE ON NOW
$25,000 W orth of

Men's and Boys’ Clothing and Shoes

Yandt & Dragstedt

toward the

TRIANON

DANCE

DuringTrack Meet

Thursday, Friday
and Saturday
No Raise in
Prices
Regular 50c for Men

j

Yandt & Dragstedt

will
travel

J. A. Bachman 1 Sons
Phone 72
$14 Higgins

_

J

HOT
PUPS

LADIES FREE

Coolest and Best Ven
tilated Hall in State

CLARA BOW in “TWO CAN PLAY”

Only Three Days Left
Amazing Introductory Offer

POSITIVELY ENDING SATURDAY EVENING
MAY 14TH, AT 9 O’CLOCK

$Ttfvsurr
5 0 E v5Sn fnr $.« .° 0
Wool

id t r

1U I

FRIDAY A SATURDAY

Marie Prevost
“GETTING GERTIES
GARTER”
ta d

By Taking Two

$ 4 0SUIT
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$Q9.50
^j Z suit

Wool
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for
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By Taking Two
Wool
f/v w
Mixture
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By Taking Two
PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW FOR Fl'TU RE DELIV
ERY BY MAKING SMALL DEPOSIT
Every Garment Guaranteed to Fit—Tailored
to Your Measure

Superior Clothing Co., Inc.

Welcome
Trackmeet Visitors

(Open Evenings Until 9 o’clock)
209 Stevens Street
Missoula. Montana

One More Month

--•The Month of Spring

The next month will terminate another success
ful college year. Some students will leave Mon
tana never to return.
The Students Store cannot leave. It has served
many consecutive college generations. As the
property of A.S.U.M., it will continue to serve many
more. Each year the Students Store has been more
useful than the last—has served the students bet
ter.
We shall continue to serve—Better.

Associated Students’ Store
On the Campus
Owned and Controlled by the A.S.U.M.

Drop in at

Mosby’s
and let us help you select
ycur Graduation remem
brances.

Get a New Portable

Sonora Phonograph
for Your Dormitory
Room
$25, $35 aud $50
at

Harkness Drug Store

Corner Pine & Higgins
Phone 200

THE

' «

MONTANA

K A I MI N

Milburn’sFightingGrizzlies
CONTESIANfS
TO
SEE
oitinrn nrrT One o f Greatest Teams
-AGGIE CINDER MEET in University History
Oholder of the intercollegiate two-mile
record and Pacific coast mile and twomile champion; Jake Miller, Colum
bus, holder of the state pole vault
record, and a broad jumper; Clarence
Coyle, Alberton, 100 and 220-yard
With the coming dual meet between sprinter, pole vaulter, low hurdler
the Grizzlies and the Aggies, on and relay man; Claude Samples, Cal
Dornblaser field Saturday afternoon, ifornia, 440-yard dash and relay‘d
visiting contestants will have a chance Clarence Spaulding, Bonner, holder
to sec their State University in action. of state and Pacific coast record in the
The meet promises to be full of fight high hurdlers, and a low hurdler; M.
Haines, Helena, 440-yard dash, 880*
and lots of keen competition, for
Coach Stewart’s cinder artists are out yard run and relay; K. Davis, Mis
for the Aggies, due to the age-old soula, 440-yard dash and relay; T.
rivalry that has existed between the Davis, Butte, sprints, 440-yard dash
schools for quite a number of years. and relay; E. Haines, Monner, Iqw
Good weather for the past week hurdler; Huber, Helena, broad jump
' has enabled the Varsity men to ex er; Tysel, Butte, 880-yard run, mile
tend themselves in their daily work and relay; Adams, Thompson Falls,
outs. The Aggies have not been so 880-yaTd run, mild and relay; Var
fortunate in securing atmospheric ney, Missoula, high hurdler; Rankin,
conditions but with occasional warm Hardin, low hurdler; Kain, Helena,
weather breaking they have been able sprints; Donlon, Missoula, sprints;
to get a fair amount of daily *prac-y Stauhton, Roundup, 440-yard dash
and relay; Snow, Big Sandy, sprints
ticc.
and 440-yard dash; Garlington, Mis
Third Meet for Grizzlies
With two meets behind them, the soula, 440-yard dash; Mowatt, Vic
Seattle relay carnival and the dual tor, high jump; Fritch, Glendive, 880meet with Idaho, the Grizzly squad yard and mile; Ross, Butte, two-mile

Keen Competition Promised
When Old Rivals Clash
Saturday

has had some fair competition, which
has given them strenuous practice.
In the Seattle relays, the University
©f Montana tied with the University
of Washington for second place, with
10 points each. The Grizzly squad
was entered in the four-mile relay,
high hurdles, shot put# nqile relay,
100-yard dash and tw6-mlle relay.
Only first places coufated. They won
first in the high hurdles, Clarence
Spaulding set tc new Pacific Coast
conference record of 15.6 seconds.
The Grizzlies won the four-mile relay
much to the surprise of the coast
schools.
Clarence Coyle placed
fourth in the 100-yard dash. Clark
Whitcomb won fifth in the shot put.
In the mile and two-mile relays, the
squad failed to place first.
Montana Defeats Idaho
The dual meet held last Saturday
with the University of Idaho, the
tri-color squad won 11 first places,
while Idaho secured four firsts, the
shot put, broad jump, discus throw
and high jump. Montana won by a
70 to 51 score. Coach Stewart's men
blanked the Vandals in the 100-yard
dash, the 220-yard dash and the mile
run. Pickett of Idaho won individ
ual honors, with Clarence Coyle sec
ond, with two firsts and a second.
Personnel of Squad
The personnel of the Grizzly squad
includes:
Arnold Gillette, Lewistown, captain of the Grizzly squad,

1927 Schedule Will Be One of the Toughest
Ever Attempted by a Montana
Gridiron Aggregation

OPPORTUNITY
This is an opportunity for high
school athletes to get acquainted
with the possibilities for Montana
men to broaden their talent in the
different spqrts as members of the
Grizzly athletic teams.
There is no finer competition in
the country than that which Mon
tana university meets during each
school year. The Pacific Coast
conference is one of the leading
conferences of the United States.
If you are contemplating on
furthering your* education, don’t
forget to look over the possibilities
that are offered by your home in
stitution. f.
MAJOR FRANK W. MILBURN.

Culver Will Visit Campus
Raymond B. Culver, field secretary,
Y.M.C.A.. for Colleges of the N orth
west, will visit the campus Sunday,
Monday and Tuesday, and will speak
before a special meeting 6*. th e'U n i
versity Christian union Tuesday noon
a t the Chimney Corner. Mr. Culver
will hold interviews with students in
terested in the Y.M.C.A. and Y.W.C.A.
oonference at Seabeck.

This is a chance for high school athletes to look over the opportunities j
that Montana University offers to the Montana high school graduates.

Major Frank Milburn and his 1026
squad of Grizzlies gave to the Uni
versity one of her greatest gridiron
teams. When the tri-color squad met
Whitman college last season a finer
exhibition of fighting, running, inter
fering and tackling was never pre
sented by a Montana team on D orn
blaser field.
When the Bobcat from the State
college was cornered in B utte for the
state title, “Wild Bill” Kelly and com
pany short-bobbed all Aggie hopes for
victory. A 27-0 victory over the col
lege will live long and the sensational
play of the famous Grizzly cap fain
will never be forgotten by the vast
crowd that witnessed the downfall
of the Bobcats. The season opened
with Oregon Agriculture college. It
was the first game for Montana and
the first team to be put on the field
by Major Milburn, new Varsity coach.
The huge Orange team swept through
the Grizzlies for a well-earned vic
tory and many of those who saw the
game believed the coast team the
greatest ever to play here.
The next game brought the Uni
versity of Idaho. Another defeat was
marked up against Montana after a
hard-fought battle. Bill Kelly broke
away for the first time of the season
to score after a beautiful 40-yard run.
Tom Davis counted for the second
Grizzlg score after two passes, one
to Brittenham and the other to
Chinske, were completed.
Butch Meeker and the Washington
State Cougars proved too much for
the tri-color squad and gave the third
straight conference defeat to Mon
tana.
Next came the annual BobcatGrizzly struggle a t Butte. Conch Ott
Romney sent one of bis greatest
teams into action on Clark's field as
favorites tox win 'over the battered
Grizzly. Captain Gregory, Babcock,
Grady, and other fast backs, encour
aged by a strong line headed by Val
Glynn, sta r end, carried the hopes of
the Aggie school that afternoon.
“Wild Bill,” backed up by a fighting
squad, proved all-powerful and gained
permanent possession of the Clark
trophy, presented by W. A. Clark
III for the winner of two out of three
Bobcat-Grizzly games.
Gonzagn’s stubborn Bulldog after
trailing Montana for three quarters
succeeded in scoring in the last quar

Granite County
Leads in Meet

(Continued from Page 1)
Montana University has one of the best coaching staffs in the North
west. Coach Jim Stewart has charge of track and basketball. Major inches. Egan of Ronan took second.
Frank Milburn ooaches football and track. Harry Adams drills all of the Third place was divided among Ball,
freshman squads. Doc Schreiber is physical education director.
Sheridan; L. Maxson, Flathead coun
ty; Boyd, Loyola; Verhelst, Hysliam;
The Montana track squads have a national reputation. Montana ranks Wallner, Chinook; Thurston, Bel
next to the California institutions in track. Arnie Gillette, captain of this grade; Gaustad, Absarokee, and Nel
year’s track team, holds the Pacific Coa’st conference title in the mile and son, Willow Creek.
two-mile and is national Champion in the longer race.

te r and took the victory. Spokane
papers had predicted a game between
Bill Kelly and Gonzaga but the Grizzly
line outfought and outcharged the
Catholics and Kelly, aided by Chinske,
Davis, R itter and the other backs,
played an equal game with the Bull
dogs. However, the Inland Empire
fans who had come out to see Mon
tana’s “Wild Bill” were hot disap
pointed for Kelly with Mel Ingram,
Gonzaga star, shared the day’s hon
ors.
Reaching' the peak of mid-season
form the Grizzly trounced Whitman.
It was the last home game fof* Captain
Kelly, Ritter, Cogswell, Martinson,
Burrell and Ted and Bill Hodges.
Everybody did everything, and the
team that Coach Milburn presented
was n finished and fighting machine.
Long runs by Kelly, Davis, Hodges
and the other backs thrilled the crowd.
Kelly was never greater and when
he bad passed through the door of
the locker room after bidding his sen
sational goodbye to Dornblaser field
all realized that the greatest of Mon
tana heroes had passed into history.
Montana took an easy victory from
the California Agricultural college at
Sacramento on the way to meet the
mighty Southern California Trojan
Thanksgiving day. The Thundering
Herd tore through the Grizzlies for a
victory that ended the season for the
tri-color squad.
Next fall will see most of the men
back.
Captain-elect Lou Vierhus,
Whitcomb, T arbet and Harmon a t
tackles; Murray, Stepantsoff, Barfell
and Stewart will be out for guard
holes. Wing positions will find B rit
tenham, Tiernan, Rognlien, and F o 
garty. Ostrom and Rafferty will be
back at center. The backfield candi
dates will be Kain, Parmalee, Sweetman, Morrow, Ross, Shulls and sev
eral other men of ability.
From the 1926 freshman . squad
many men doom as Varsity candidates.
Linville, Rainer and W ebster are
backs of merit.
Linemen, include
Schotte, Clark, Smith, and Glllan,
guards; E. and D. Hughes, and Black
ford. tackles; Rule, Golob, Keyes and
Brannon, ends.
. The 1927 schedule will bp one of
the toughest ever attempted by a
Montana team, bringing the Huskies
of Washington here and taking the
Montana squad to California to meet
the Golden Bears at Berkelev.

Thursday, May 12,1927

Lincoln county, third; Turri, Carbon
county, fourth. Time, 23.2 seconds.
HEATS OF THE 50-YARD DASH
The results of the heats in the 50yard dush were:
First Heat
Chapman, Butte, fi'rst; Yerkes,
Loyola, second; Ingersoll, FlorenceCarlton, third. Time, 6 seconds.
Second Heat
Moore, Granite county, first; J.
Inkret, Butte, second; Thurston, Bel
grade, third. Time, 5.8 seconds.
Third Heat
Hall, Stevehsville, first; White,
Flathead county, second; Anklam,
Culbertson, third. Time. 6 seconds.
Fourth Heat
W. Inkret, Butte, first; Popliam,
Corvallis, second; Thompson, Flathead county, third. Time, 0 seconds.
Fifth Heat
Smart, Gallatin county, first; Hel
ton, Three Forks, and Pruett, W hite
hall. tied for second place. Time, 0
seconds.
Sixth Heat
Armstrong, Great Falls, first; Wallner .Chinook, second; Morrison, Choteau county, third. Time, 6.2 seconds.
Seventh Heat
M. Drazich, Great Falls, first; Rob
erts, Sweet Grass county, second; W.
Robinson, Manhattan, third. Time,
6 seconds.
DR. HOWD PLANS STUDY
OF CRIME IN MONTANA

LADY LUCK STILL FROWNS ON
GRIZZLY BASE BALL SQUAD
otheir hitting form and there is no
reason to believe th at they will slump,
The tri-color squad 1ms duthit its op
position in the majority of the con
tests and only last-minute breaks
have kept the Grizzlies from a per
Four straight defeats a t the start feet score.
of the season is usually not regarded
Although not a conference game,
as an auspicious beginning, and that the brawl with the revengeful Bob
is wlmt the Grizzly baseball squad has cats should attrac t the greater share
been forced to undengo. However, of the interest. The Bozeman men
there are extenuating circumstances. have a fairly strong aggregation and
A dearth of veterans and the fearful are unusually strong in the hurling
handicap of an unusually late and in department, where the redoubtable
clement spring so hampered the Glynn holds forth. Glynn is conced
Grizzly diamond squad that winning ed to be one of the outstanding pellet
form was practically impossible. De i projectors in the northw est
he
spite this, Coach Milburn’s proteges 1should give the Grizzlies plenty of
were able to hit often and bard enough j anxious moments when he takes the
to alarm the cohorts of Idaho and j mound.
W.S.C. Bobbles alone were respon
— ------------------------ - a
sible for the four setbacks. Errors
at inopportune times spelled defeat
MONTANA
for the Milburnites when the contest
was figuratively laid away on the frigThere is no better place than
idaire (advertisement not intentional).
Montana ^-university to attend in
That a team that hits ns often and
effectively ns the Grizzlies do is dan the furthering of your athletic
gerous is undoubted, but the Grizzlies possibilities. The Pacific Coast
conference offers the keenest com
must confine their errors to practice
petition in the country.
sessions if they are to bite back at
You are running on one of the
the twice victorious Cougars and Van
best and fastest tracks in the
dals.
northwest.
I t is hoped that your
Montana should trounce the swash
stay in Missoula will show you how
buckling Cougars when the Pullman
your
athletic
program can be bet
felines perform on the. Grizzly play
tered as a Grizzly athlete.
ground. Coach Milburn’s men are
COACH
JIM STEWART.
formidable enough to qifell the Puli-

Montana Scheduled to Quell
Pnllmanites on Grizzly
Diamond

and

Dr. Cloice R. Howd, instructor in
the History department, leaves for
Helena today, where he will remain
over the week-end. Dr. Howd is
collecting material for a bibliography
on crime for the Social Science R e
search council. At present he is
covering crime-in Montana.
manites if they are a t the ptak of

(

Missoula’s Big Store Extends a
Cordial Welcome to Track Meet Visitors

)

The Suit—and
the Suitable Furnishings

son, Missoula, second; Bertsche. Great
Palls, third. Time, 18.S seconds.
Second Heat
Jacobsen, Missoula, firjst; F. Wall
ner. Chinook, second; Vinson. Wolf
Point, third. Time, 17.S seconds.
Third Heat
I Measure, Flathead county, first^
McCarron, Anaconda, second; Knut
son, Great Falls, third. Time, 1S.6
seconds. Robinson of Manhattan led!
the field by a wide margin but stum 
bled on the last hurdle and fell.

220-YARD DASH
In the preliminaries of the 220-yard
; dash, Moore of Philipsburg. made the
PAGE WINS SHOT-PUT
Captain Gillette recently received an invitation to enter a race with
Page of Granite county, winner of j best time, running the stretch in 23.2
the best miters of the country and also Edwin Wide, Swedish runner, to
the shot-put in 1926, again wpn the seconds. This is nowhere near as ‘
try and brea^ the worths record. Gillette Is a Fergus county high school
weight event with a heave of 40 feet good as the time made by Renn last
graduate and holds the interscholastic record in the mile.
9% inches. This betters his mark of year when he equalled the state rec
last year by 2 feet 3% inches. The ord made by Buck Stowe in 1919 and
Russell Sweet, former Custer county high school star, was another record in the shot-put is held by tied by Sweet in 1923 of 22.8 seconds.
well known athlete turned out at Montana.
First Heat
Blumenthal of Missoula at 50 feet '4
j Bailey, Custer county, first; Popinches.
Although only completing two years of collegiate competition, he helped
Rom of Klein placed'second; Hal- jham, Corvallis, second; Moran. Ana
to make the name of Montana feared by all of the strong coast schools. He seth, Great Falls, third; Lockwood, conda, third; Parmenter# Hamilton,
holds the Coast conference record in the 100-yard dash. He plaoed second Missoula and Myers, Antelope, tied Ifourth. Time, 24.6 seconds.
in the 100-yard dash and the 220, at the National meet in 1925.
Seoond Heat
for fourth.
Helton, Three Forks, first; Chap
Coach Stewart has developed some strong material. The men that are
man,
Butte,
secoqd; Drazich, Great
SEMI-FINALS, 50-YARD DASH
still carrying Montana colors are: Clarence Coyle, sprint star and also low
I Falls, third; Freeman, Bear Creek,
(F irst two qualitfy.)
hurdler and pole vaulter; Tom Davis, sprinter and 440 man; Claude Samples,
j fourth. Time, 24 seconds.
First Heat
sprinter; Dick Staunton, dashes; Dick and Kenneth Davis, middle distance
Third Heat
Claude Yerkes, Loyola, took first in
runners; Clarence Spaulding and Howard Varney, hurdlers; Jake Miller,
Moe, Great Falls, first; Griffin,
his
heat
in
the
semi-finals of the 50pole vaulter; Clark Whitcomb, Reid Harmon, and Dosia Shults, weight men;
Flathead, second; Winhofer, Richey,
Otto Bessey, Cal Pearce,.and L. Wendt, javelin men; Lawrence Gaughan yard dash. Moore, Granite county, j third; Egan, Ronan, fourth. Time,
and Steve Hanson, distance men; Barkes Adams and Tysel, lmlf-milers. was second: Anklam, Culbertson, 25 seconds.
third. Time, 5.6 seconds. This ties
Other promising material includes John Rankin, Baker, and Huber.
Fourth Heat
Nilsson’s time made nt last year’s
Smart; Gallatin, first; Morrison,
Coach Stewart has also had charge of the basketball squads and some meet.
Choteau. second; Pruett, Whitehall,,
Second Heat
neat hoop men have graduated from Montana University. Those under
third; Bruner,. Whitehall, fourth. |
Smart, Gallatin county, first; Hel Time, 23.8 seconds.
Coach Stewart’s tutelage who have made a name as star Grizzly athletes
ton, Three Forks, second; Pruett,
aro “Chief” Iliman, “Jiggs” Dahlberg, Oscar Dahlberg and Force Baney.
Fifth Heat
Whitehall, third. Time, 5.8 seconds.
Moore, Granite county, first; Arm
Third Heat
Major Frank Milburn is a new coach a t Montana but he came here from
strong, Great Falls,; second; Rich
Fort Penning, Georgia, with a splendid reputation as ah athletic director.
Morrison, Choteau county, first; W. mond, Chinook, third; Manning, CulHe developed a strong football team from green material and has the Inkret, Butte, second; Drazich, Great j bertson, fourth. Time. 23.2 seconds.
Falls, third. Time, 6 seconds.
/ .
Sixth Heat
material of a fine team for the 1927 season.
j Larson, Lincoln county, first; Ink
William Kelly, captain of the 1926 gridiron maohine, is one of the great SEMI-FINALS. HIGH HURDLES ret, Butte, second; Turri. Carbon
(AH qualify for finals.)
est backfield men ever turned out by a college institution. Kelly will prob
(county, third; A.. Masson. Flathead,
First Heat
ably play football for the West Point cadets.
(fourth. Time, 25.2 seconds,
Bennion. Gallatin county, first;
Conch Milburn also has charge of the 1927 baseball squad. lie has also Wallner, Chinook, second; Bertsche, SEMI-FINALS, 220-YARD DASH
had to build a new aggregation ns only five veterans were available for Great Falls, third. Time, 18.6 sec . The time; in the scmi-.finals (of the
this season. Although the Montana team has been on the losing end of onds.
220-yard dash was much better than
Second Heat
every contest so far this season they -have played some good ball an.I are
tliat Of the preliminaries.
| Jacobsen, Missoula, equalled his
due to win games before the season is over.
First Heat
| time of 11
ndst made in th e pre- I Chapman, Butte, first; Helton,
Harry Adams has charge* of all freshman athletics. He has the knack liminnries
<urc. Flathead coun- (Three Forks, second; Drazich* Great
of discovering the possible Varsity material. Harry also has charge of a ll 1■ty. finishf
tul; McCnrren, Ana- j Falls, third; Bailey. Custer county,
intra-mural spo 1s and has developed a big intra-mural program. Sports xonda, thi
fourth. Time, 23.2 seconds.
that are open for all students are track, basketball, football, baseball, sw im -■
Seoond Heat
120-YARD HIGH HURDLES
ming, cross-country, horseshoe pitching, tennis, golf, boxing, wrestling' and i
Smart, Gallatin county, first; Mor
The’ host perforrn.ejr jn the prelim- rison, (’hoteau_ county, ^second; Moe,
fencing.
ijirips of the high hurdles was Jacob !Great Falls, third; Winhofer. Ritchey,
W. E. Schreiber is physical education director. An excellent physical; in of MNsruln. Ilia time was 17.8 (fourth. Time, 23.8 seconds.
education program is offered by the department. Students may also take j ecnnds.
Third Heat
First Heat
I Moore. Granite country.firs t: Armphysical education as a major and many Montana coaches have received!
Bennion,' Gu’-umh county, first; Ol 'strong,. Great Falls; second: Larson,
their instruction here.

HATS.
“Perfect Felts” in
snappy snap brim
styles in pastel
shades, with fancy
bands.
Light
weight.

SHIRTS
Madras and broad
cloths in plain col
ors and in patterns.
Collar attached and
collar to match.

$3

$5

Yes Sir, They9re
Collegiate!

Spring Suits

ERE are the models you’ll
H
see on the campus this sea
son. A tliree-button coat with

TIES
A Track Meet Spe
cial. All the new
s u m m e r designs
made of full-fash
ioned silks at

notched lapels, high cut six but
ton vest, and comfortably cut
trousers, m^ke “The Varsity” a
style that will meet with unusual
favor. All wool materials, of
course, here at

HOSE
Fancy Rayon socks
in checks, stripes
and plaids. Best
we’ve ever had at

$1

M issoula M ercantile

50c

Co.

